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i Buena
Corn Ida!
Local restaurant offers authentic Mexican
food to people in Downtown San Jose
the green variation is perfect for
those who love the sauce but do not
have the tolerance for the spiciness
of the orange sauce.
Tucked between a skate shop and a
For Neal Desai, a senior majoring
Jack in the Box, La Victoria is as in digital media, and Rathanak
mysterious as their secret orange Diep, a senior majoring in televisauce recipe to some.
sion, radio, film and theater, the
Located on Fourth and San Carlos sauce is what keeps them coming
streets, this Mexican restaurant pro- back for more.
vides San Jose State University stu"The food’s good but it’s pretty
dents not only good food, but an much the sauce," Desai said.
inviting atmosphere as well.
Desai and Diep said they found
Omar Salinas, an undeclared sopho- out about the restaurant two or
more and Nick Siekierslci, a sophomore three summers ago from some
majoring in history, said the restaurant friends.
gave them a "homey" feeling.
For first timers such as Cindy
"It has an authentic feel to it," O’Neal, who’s currently getting her
Sieltierski said. "It definitely isn’t master’s in SJSU’s education proyour average restaurant."
gram, the taqueria offers nostalgia.
Salinas, who swears by the orange
"It’s very fast, but it’s also loud,"
sauce, said he was introduced to the she said. It reminds me of when 1
taqueria by one of his friends.
was in college."
"I tried it, and I liked it," Salinas
Like most good eating places, La
said. "It has the best food."
Victoria inspires favoritism in its
Salinas said he has been back to the customers.
restaurant twice more since then.
"I definitely recommend the reguKnown for its quality and afford- lar chicken burrito," said Leana
able food, La Victoria is also a pre- Angkhem, a freshman majoring in
ferred alternative to fast food restau- recreation. "I get it every time I
rants for some of the regular stu- come here."
dents patrons.
Jose Sanchez, an employee, said
"The food here is good and it’s most customers usually get the quecheap, too," said Tejel Patel, a senior sadillas and burritos. Having
business major. "Its pretty healthy worked at La Victoria for more than
and it beats going to McDonald’s.
a year now, Sanchez said the busiest
Of course, as some customers times of the day are during lunch
pointed out, no burrito was com- time and around 1 a.m. on the
plete without La Victoria’s secret weekends, when club and bar hophot sauces. Available in two colors, pers get out.
By Sunita Vijayan
Daily Staff Writer
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ABOVE: Briseyda Contreras delivered food and cleaned up the
restaurant at La Victoria on
Thursday.
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RIGHT: Marry Balinton, a business
management major at De Anza
College, puts hot sauce on his
burrito. The recipe of the sauce is
still a secret.
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ABOVE: Brion Mcdonough, a frequent customer of La Victoria,
picked up his regular burrito
Thursday afternoon.
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Student uses dance as way to care for the human body
By Carrie Mattingly
Daily Staff Writer
With one leg fully extended and the
other draped along the edge, the body
language of this dancer of four years
showed no nervousness. Leaning
against one of the walls in
Washington Square Hall directly
under a wooden handrail, his closely
shaved head perked up nearly every
time someone walked by to greet

them and to express a kind word.
In high school, Rickey A. Tripp, a
San Jose State University senior
dance major, was known for his dancing. His reputation led the cheerleading coach to approach him to perform
at a showcase during a homecoming
game. In 1997, Tripp joined what was
an all female cheerleading squad. He
was one of two males to make the
first coed squad.
A street dancer all his life, Tripp

originally came to SJSU with the MI1
intentions of studying biology.
Because of his love for children, he
wanted to work with them as a pediatrician.
"Once I discovered that I was in
denial, that I didn’t need to be a doctor of medicine to care for the human
body, that’s when dance came along,"
Tripp said.
During his sophomore year, after
seeing Tripp in a -hip-hop dance class,

When he is on stage there is an
Victoria Perrault suggested that he
take her Jazz II class. According to overwhelming feeling of emotion and
passion. Tripp said. For him performTripp, something clicked.
"This lady changed my life," Tripp ing is an escape from reality.
"He just has such a command for
said. "She is the reason 1 am where I
the stage," said Sloane Ishimaru, senam today."
After jazz 11, Tripp said dancing felt ior dance major. "He has a way of
different. There was emotion behind pulling the audience into his story.
it. Jazz brought another element that Most of it comes from within for
enabled him to have something dif- him. It’s almost like you get to peek
ferent to work with. It was a kind of into his secret world. It’s a very intimate place."
dancing he had not done before.

Human rights to be addressed Sing along with me
at Saturday lecture on campus
By Falguni Bhuta
Daily Staff Writer
A lecture on human rights issues in
Ethiopia is scheduled to be presented by
University of Chicago sociology professor
Donald N. Levine at San Jose State
University on Saturday.
Levine, author of "Wax and Gold: Tradition
and Innovation in Ethiopian Culture" and
"Greater Ethiopia: The Evolution of a
Multiethnic Society," will sign his books as
part of the event, which will be held at
Washington Square Hall room 109, from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m.
1.evine has served on the faculty of the
University of Chicago since 1962 and has
been active in the area of Ethiopian Studies
for more than four decades.
The lecture, called "Savoring Ethiopia’s
past, co -creating her future," will focus on
Ethiopia’s history, its current social and politBersabeh
ical conditions and its future, said Ethiopian
Beyene, president of the SJSU
Student Association and one of the organizers of the event.
since
"Dr. Levine is an expert on Ethiopia
at the University
he has lived there, lecturedseen
different
the
College of Addis Ababa,
the sitgovernments there and has an idea ofmajoring
uation," said Beyene, who is a junior
will shed light
in international business. "He
sustainable develabout how to bring about
opment in Ethiopia."
for the
ileyene said this was an opportunity

Ethiopian Student Association to educate the
Ethiopian community in the Bay Area and
the international community about what happens in Ethiopia.
The event is sponsored by the SJSU
Ethiopian Student Association and Radio
Ethiopia.
While lecturing at the University College of
Addis Ababa, Levine organized its first seminar on Ethiopian Studies in 1959. According
to the organizers of Saturday’s lecture, Levine
attended the first two international conferences on Ethiopian Studies in Rome in 1959
and in Manchester, England in 1963. He also
hosted the Fifth International Conference on
Ethiopian Studies at Chicago in 1978.
Over the years, Levine has served as an
expert consultant on Ethiopia for branches of
the U.S. government, including the Agency
for International Development, the Peace
Corps, the State Department, the U.S. Senate
and the Immigration Naturalization Service,
according to the organizers of the event.
There are 15,000 political prisoners in
Ethiopia and 15 million starving Ethiopians,
said Abebe Hailu, an SJSU alumnus and an
Ethiopian national. "Ethiopia is in a big crisis. We have one of the worst famines similar to the one in 1984, and a government
that is not committing to democracy," said
Hailu, who is also one of the organizers of
the event.
"This lecture is for everybody, especially
international relations students and those
who are interested in Africa and Third World
policy." I lath’ said.

[lady Stall
Viii’ I hompson
Julius Bercasio, Erica Burhanudin and Tina Iran all
senior graphic design majors, sit outside the
Student Union singing songs of worship. They
meet there every Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon.

There are a number of reasons Tripp
keeps dancing, he said. Internally,
there is a drive to keep evolving. At all
times he must give his best. There is
no slacking off. Yet he knows that
there is even more to give.
"In the back of my mind, I know
there is always somebody better,"
Trip said. "I have to kick my own
ass.
Family is another reason he is kept
See DANCER, page 4

Screening for anthrax
discussed at symposium
the agenda, Alumna said.
"The science has all been done
we’re making smaller parts," he said.
Large, room -filling machines can
Smaller is sexier, said Ray Mariella provide accurate readings, Meddle
Jr., director for the center of said, but adapting that technology
microtechnology at the Lawrence for general use would greatly reduce
Livermore National Laboratory in the threat of biological terror attacks.
Livermore.
"There will be many times when
That is, size matters when it comes we will want to get results (spontato designing sleek, hand-held neously) at different locations,"
anthrax detectors to thwart possible Marietta said. "What we can’t do
terrorist attacks, Marietta said.
today is monitor food, water and air
Speaking Thursday at San Jose with portable devices."
Marietta said air detectors are being
State University, Marietta said
microtechnology would be a valuable developed ahead of food and water
detectors.
part of global security efforts.
Marietta’s noon to 1 p.m. lecture at
"Aerosol is the easiest environment
the College of Engineering was part to detect (harmful) assays," Marlene
of an ongoing symposium organized said.
Of course, the government is also
to allow experts to share insights
about global- security with students interested in methods to check food
and faculty, said Ahmed Hambaba, and water for terrorist-related taman SJSU computer engineering pro- pering, he said.
fessor and an organizer for the event.
"You could have some very
Because the Office of Homeland unpleasant mayonnaise that would
Security heavily funds the Lawrence be hard to (screen)," Marietta said.
Livermore National Laboratory,
Hambaba said that he hopes the
Marietta’s projects are linked to the symposium’s lunchtime lectures
War on Terror, Flambaba said.
(noon to 1 p.m.) will attract more
During his computer graphic -aided students and faculty from outside the
presentation, Marietta said his College of Engineering as the
diverse crew hailing from differsemester continues.
ent doctoral degree programs is
tie said Jay Davis, a former U.S.
equipped to handle multifaceted weapons inspector in Iraq in 1991, is
microengineering challenges.
scheduled to speak on April 3.
cumbersome
Downsizing
A full list ofspeakers can be found
pathogen -detecting devices intro- on the College of Engineering Web
duced 20 years ago is at the top of site, www.engusjsu.edui.
By Tony Burchyns
Daily Staff Writer
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Try to spend your life doing something you love
A couple of days ago, I had a nice conversation with a person after class. We did the usual talking about classes, work
and other things.
Then that question was asked.
"What is your major?"
Though it may seem like a lame question or pickup line, it
is one of those things where you can learn a little bit about
a person.
Well, I can’t really say that I used that as a pickup line, but
that is another column within itself.
Anyways, she was talking about how she was a business
major and about how she wanted to get into management
somewhere.
Then we get to me, and I started talking about how I am
a photojournalism major. It usually evokes two kinds of
reactions when I tell a person that.
The first is the "Wow, that is pretty cool."
Most people look at my job as something that is interesting and exciting. They are probably right because we get to
see and photograph the things that people only get to see in
the newspapers or on television.
That was one of the reasons I chose this as my major.
Originally, I was a mechanical engineering major, but I got
out pretty quick because I did not want to have to take all
those math classes. Plus it was somewhat to appease my

when I was a bit older, I started thinking about a career
parents.
A note to those students still trying to pick out something towards photojournalism.
It was the photos of track star Mary Decker falling down
to major in: Pick something that you are really into and will
in pain less than 100 meters from the finish and Carl Lewis
love.
As my creative and meaningful professor once said in class: lifting his hands in the air after winning his race. Those are
some of the photos that I remember and that
"If you are going into a career for the
inspired me.
money, you are in trouble because you
If you have no idea what I am talking about,
will be miserable. You should do somethen conduct an Internet search at home or in
thing that you like because being happy
your dorm and search for those photos. You
should be important. The money will be
will not be disappointed.
there in time."
I wanted to have a front row seat to see the
Taking that class made me think about
best athletes in the world duke it out to be conmy engineering career. Since both my
sidered No. 1. It was a dream that I wanted to
parents are engineers, and I get to hear
see become a reality.
about how their days were, it did not
The dosest I got to achieve that goal was last
really seem to be appealing anymore.
week when the Titan Games were on campus.
No offense to any engineering people
RYAN BALBUENA
If you missed it, you should have gone.
out there, but I really could not picture
The other reaction that I get is, "Why do you
myself sitting in a cubicle for most of the
want to do that?"
day or in the lab working on the same project for months.
This is what I usually get from older adults and my famiBack to my current major, what I am really into was the
sports aspect of my job. It was back when I was watching the ly. We do have a strange job of photographing all kinds of
1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles on the television emotions and events. We take photos of both tragedy and
celebration. It just comes with the job.
with my family.
During the beginning of my journalism career, my family
Seeing the photos of the athletes competing afterwards

Viewpoint I Bush compared to Hitler
you’re actually doing but you don’t want them to nonce so
you can do it with a little less observation. This is also the
President Bush dismissed antiwar protests today as a fac- most important psychology of the magician who specialtor in his plans for confronting Iraq and pressed ahead izes in tricks known as sleight-of-hand, the principle point
with a strategy to persuade reluctant allies that U.N. of his operation being to distract your attention from what
weapons inspections would not secure the disarmament of he’s actually doing so you won’t see what he has done and
Saddam Hussein. In his first public comments about the therefore will not notice that he has palmed the coin or
antiwar demonstrations by millions of people over the hidden the handkerchief until he chooses to reveal it again
weekend in the United States and abroad, Mr. Bush said surprisingly from some unexpected location, thus fooling
his overriding goal was to protect the American people you or literally making a fool of you!
Time and space fail me to enumerate the multitude
and that leadership sometimes involved bucking public
of historical examples, but two of the most modem and
opinion.
He was saying, "My mind is made up, don’t confuse significant are Hitler and Nitler (Nixon), the term I prefer
me with the facts!" World leaders have often used smoke- to use for Hitler’s former American presidential heir.
screens, red herrings or other clever diverting tactics to Hitler was an expert at distracting his people’s attention
distract the public mind from important but embarrassing from their real problems and his own mistakes by dragging
the red herrings of Red Jewry across his hell-bent trail of
issues. This is also a very common military device: to create a diversion, such as a pretended attack in one sector national destruction, and conjuring foes without to divert
when actually the main drive is going to be in another. their attention from their much more serious affairs withWorld powers also frequently create what are known as in. His namesake Nitler of yesteryear and his heir (Bush)
small brush-fire wars in various unimportant areas of the probably boast that he is faithfully following his hero’s herworld to distract the attention of their enemies from their itage as plainly as if led by Hitler’s "Mein Kampf!"
actual main objectives or major goals and operations.
Ted Rudow III, MA
These diversions have been used for both good and
farmer grad student
evil throughout time immemorial--the main idea being to
get the mind of the public or your enemies off something
Dear Editor,

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
The ASCR is offering a Spin
class at the Event Center from 9:30
a.m. to 10:30 a.m. For more information contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
Mosiac
African Marketplace through
Feb. 21 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
the main floor of the Student
Union. The market place is a weeklong event, in which various vendors around the bay area will feature merchandise from various
African countries. There will be a
wide variety of art, jewelry, books,
fragrances, and clothing to browse
and purchase.

SATURDAY
SJSU Ethiopian Students
Association
"Savoring Ethiopia’s past and cocreating her future." From 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. an Washington Square Hall,
room 109. For more information
contact Abebe Hailu at 858-7734
or at radioEthiopia@ksjs.org.

SUNDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be Field at the

SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Twilight Talks: David Robinson
from Pax Christian talking about
Iraq in the Omega Lounge at the
COVI after 5 p.m. mass. For more
information contact Kay Polintan
at 938-1610.

MONDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Spin, Abs Only, Turbo
Kickboxing, Night Spin, HiLo/Hip Hipp, Body Pump, Cardio
Kickboxing, Contact Kickboxing,
Stretch/Flex/Relax. For more
information and class times, contact Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
Mosiac
Poetry Night on Feb. 20 from 7
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Music
Listening room of the Student
Union. The purpose of this event is
to celebrate the art of poetry and
recognize how it has impacted
today’s society. This event features
various guest poets from the bay
area and students attending SJSU.
Career Center
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
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SJSU Student Health Center
The SJSU Student Health Center
is offering the second annual Chad
Okamoto scholarship. The $500
scholarship applications are due
April 21. Application forms are
available in the lobby of the health
building or at
www.sjsu.edu/depts/studenthealth/index.html. Email at rvimont@email.sjsu.edu for more
information.
Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling by
nutrition and dietetics students
today from 3:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.
at the Sport Club. For more information contact Jen Styles, campus
nutritionist, at 924-6118.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Capoeira Martial Arts Training
from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at the
Event Center Aerobics Studio.
Cost is $60 general, $50 student.
For more information contact Matt
at 924-6217.

Ryan Balbuena is the
Spartan Dai0 Photo Editor
’Thrilla From Manila’ appears every other Friday.

WOULD YOU...

A match made in heaven
or too close for comfort?
Sexual needs or wants would no longer be an issue. Period.
Some of the people I asked said that they wouldn’t mind
dating themselves but in the opposite sex. Some thought they
would emotionally make better significant others because
they would know what the other wanted in a relationship.
Others said they would haves great time because they were
fun and lovable while others claimed that since they were
attractive to begin with, they would be attractive as the oppoWould you ever want to date yourself as a member of the site sex. A "sexy bitch," as one person put it.
Some answers directly dealt with the sexual satisfaction they
opposite sex?
would receive knowing what each other wanted.
By the same token, some thought to reap the benefits of
Forget finding someone in class. Date yourself as a member
their own personal skill but as the opposite
of the opposite sex.
sex. A hair stylist said, "Who wouldn’t want
Talking would almost be unheard of.
free haircuts for the rest of their life?"
What for? You already know what the
Very few thought the idea would be not
other is thinking. Is conversation really
beneficial. Stating that either it was just gross
needed?
or in general not a good idea.
Would it not be perfect?
The people that didn’t agree with dating
It wouldn’t matter about finals, the
themselves said that there were certain flaws
weather or bad days in general. The other
about themselves that they didn’t like. More
"you" would know when to back off. If you
or less, to the point that the idea was shot
didn’t want to study but wanted to go shopdown immediately. They didn’t even entertain
ping there wouldn’t be a second thought
the thought.
about it. Off to the mall you two would go.
I used to think that dating someone just like
Blissfully happy.
CARRIE MATTINGLY
me is where happiness is found.
There would be no giving in to watch a
certain movie. Their would be no such thing
How wrong I was.
as a chick flick Both would equally be entertained.
Common interests are great.
Daily needs, like what kind of food the other wanted for
Dating myself is not.
dinner, would be made easy. Disagreement just wouldn’t exist.
What a disaster it brings.
How easy is something that doesn’t exist?
Someone just like me? I annoy myself at times. I cannot
When in doubt, just ask yourself.
imagine two of me. Actually, a male with my personality
Pesky friends that complain that they don’t see you anymore would be my brother, Mathew. I am not cool with dating my
would either be welcomed or banished. Chances are anyway brother.
that both of you would have the same friends. Either way it
For the few of you saying you would date yourseff, but of the
wouldn’t be a problem. You and your mirror twin would opposite sex, think about that for a minute.
understand.
Eww.
Communication. Possibly the hardest element to overcome
Gross.
when first dating someone is letting the truth be known.
Yuck.
With dating someone exactly like you there this is no sugar
I love my brother. I love myself. It is not happening though.
coating. There is no interrogating. There are no lame excuses No thank you.
to be made. There is no lying or cheating. No one becomes
I have to explore something new.
hurt. Everything runs smoothly. Not one bump on this happy
I must do something different.
road.
If I were the last person on Earth, I would not date myself
Ever wanted a supernatural power?
Having a significant other like this is like having ESP. It will
enable you to send and receive information instantaneously.
Carrie Mattingi5, is a
Dating yourself as the opposite sex would be the perfect
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
opportunity to try this out.
’Would You...’ appears occasionally.
Ever sit in a class, look around, and want to talk to someone and not one of those, "Hey, how’s it going," conversations
either.
It’s one of those feelings where this other person just sparks
an interest in you. Maybe they said something that got you
thinking. Maybe they have a certain style that you are attracted to. Maybe they look good. Maybe they are just like you.
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Student Health Center
SHC cholesterol study will be
enrolling subjects now through
Mar. 15 at the SJSU Student
Health Center. For more information contact Dr. Steven Kim at
skim18@emaitsjsu.edu.
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’WY HOME_ 5/OP1’ IS PILING UP
THAN I CAN IGNORE IT.’
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Women’s Resource Center and
Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance
Tickets are on sale now for the
Mar. 6 performance of "The
Vagina Monologues" by and for
SJSU students and staff. Tickets
are available in front of the Student
Union from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or
at the Women’s Resource Center in
ADM 249. Proceeds will benefit
YWCA Rape Crisis Center and
Support Network for Battered
Women. Students (w/ID) $5, general 17. For more information contact Erika or Lindsey at 924-6500.

ADVERTISING I National Advertising Director Daniel Kim; Retail Advertising Director Maurice Li; Art
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ADVISERS I Mack Lundstrom and Jan Shaw, News; Dennis Dunleavy, Photojournalism; Tim Burke,

(408) 924-3281

was a little troubled and bewildered that I choose this path.
are going to
My parents gave me the, "You know that you
career.
be poor" speech after learning of my newfound
fields: medcareer
different
three
into
go
you
family,
my
In
ical, engineering/electronics or chemistry/physical sciences.
The three choices that were put in front of me were not my
cup of tea. Then again at about six years old, I seriously
wanted to be a pirate. Come on, after riding Pirates of the
Caribbean at Disneyland who didn’t think that being a
pirate wasn’t cool?
Anyways, my parents are more understanding now, though
I still think they would have rather seen me doing something else.
I got to meet and photograph many wonderful people with
interesting stories to tell and travel to different places for
assignments.
Looking back at everything that I have done and experienced, I would not trade it for anything in the world. You
have to do something, or else you will regret it.

Kelly
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is published every school day for (full
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Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149
POSTMASTER: Send address
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OPINION PAM POUCY I Readers are encouraged to express them
selves on the Opinion kxige with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue I it a point
of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A viewpoint a the same as a letter to the editor, except it is a 400-word
response to an Mr or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily.cua.sjsu.edu or mailed
to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
EtitioriMs are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan
Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, or SJSU.
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SPORTS PAGE 3
Spartan softball team gives
doubleheader to Santa Clara

FEBRUARY 21, 2003 1 THE SPARTAN DAILY

Fresno State women top SJSU women 96-80
FRESNO Once the Fresno State
University women’s basketball team
woke up, the nightmare began for San
Jose State University.
Behind an over-powering offensive
attack, the Bulldogs defeated SJSU 96-80
on Thursday night at the North Gym.
The Spartans led the game 10-3 after
two minutes of play on the strength
and eight points from junior guard
Jessica Kellogg.
The Bulldogs erased the lead in a
hurry.
Fresno State answered with a 12-4
run to take the lead for good on a basket by forward Java Johnson with 15
minutes, 43 seconds remaining in the
first half.
Things steadily worsened for SJSU.
The Bulldogs went on a 14-0 run
over the next four-plus minutes to pile
up a 29-14 lead at the 10-minute mark.
Bulldog guards Laura Garcia and
Lindsay Logan dismantled the
Spartans’ man-to-man defense, routinely drawing their defenders inside
before beating them off the dribble
and creating scoring opportunities
inside the lane.
"We missed a lot of box-outs," said
Kellogg, who finished with a teamhigh 21 points on seven 3-pointers.
"VVe double-downed on their highpost players and they kicked it out for
the open shot every time."
The SJSU offense showed signs of
life early in the second half but hope of
a comeback Was quickly squashed.
The Spartans scored six quick points
to open the half, drawing to a 48-38
deficient before Fresno State raced out
to another large lead.
SJSU never came closer than a ninepoint deficit.
A layup from Bulldog forward Arrita
Lane gave Fresno State an 89-74 lead
with three minutes to play. The only
question that remained unanswered
was whether the Bulldogs would top

the century mark.
We definitely didn’t want them to
score 100 points on us so I told the
girls to slow it up at the end," SJSU
head coach Janice Richard said. "There
was no way we were going to score 16
or 17 points in the final two minutes so
it became a point of pride. If I was
(Fresno State head coach) Stacy
(Johnson -Klein), I probably would
have done the same thing. One-hundred points is an achievement."
The Spartans may have added injury
to insult in the loss.
SJSU guard Cricket Williams, who
missed this week’s practices with a
sprain in her right (shooting) wrist,
was held to zero first half points.
She rebounded in the second, scoring
10 points and creating some offensive
opportunities for the Spartans by
crossing-up Bulldog guards en route to
the basket.
However, Williams may have pushed
her injury too hard.
"I think it might be broken. I probably won’t play at Nevada (on
Saturday). I can’t even move (the
wrist)," said Williams, whose wrist was
never x-rayed after the initial injury "I
just tried to stop thinking about (the
pain)."
It was evident, however, how much
SJSU missed Williams’ presence, both
on offense and defense.
"It wasn’t on the offensive end,
because we scored 80 points.
Defensively, she couldn’t do the things
she normally does," Kellogg said.
With the loss, the Spartans remained
winless in Western Athletic
Conference road games this season.
They’ll try for road victory No. 1 on
Saturday at the University of NevadaReno. Tip-off time is slated for 2 p.m.
"Every team struggles on the road in
the WAC with the exception of
Louisiana Tech," Richard said. "I just
hope it hasn’t gotten up in their minds.
We stress road games because come
conference tournament time, we’re not
going to play at the Event Center in
San Jose.

EL SEGUNDO, Calif (AP)
Shaille O’Neal expects to return to
the Los Angeles Lakers’ lineup Friday
night against the Portland Trail Blazers.
Sidelined three games because of a
sore left knee and right big toe, O’Neal
said following a light workout Thursday
heplans on playingagainst the Blazers.
’We’re hopefulai that he’ll play; team
spokesman John Black said.
Black said forward-center Samaki
Walker is doubtful because of a sprained
right ankle. Walker was injured
Wednesday night on the opening tip in

the [Akers’ 93-87 victory at Utah.
O’Neal received treatment and shot
free throws Thursday. Kobe Bryant also
received treatment on his sore right
knee.
Bryant enters Friday night’s game
having scored 40 or more points in
seven consecutive games and at least 35
in 11 straight, putting him fourth on
both all-time lists.
He has the longest streak of 40 or
more since Michael Jordan accomplished the feat in nine straight games
early in the 1986-87 season.

011ie and Ronald Murray and a conditional first-round draft pick.
The trade ended Payton’s career in
Seattle after 12, seasons and reunited
him with coach George Karl.
Milwaukee plays at Seattle on Friday
night, but Sonics general manager Rick
Sund said that neither Payton nor the
four others in the trade would play.

Payton’s contract expires after this
season, and the Sonics risked losing the
nine-time All-Star guard over the summer on the free agent market with
nothing in return.
Instead, they acquired one of the
purest shooters in the game.
Allen, a six-year veteran and threetime All-Star, has spent his entire career

with the Bucks. A gold medalist for the
United States at the Sydney Olympics,
he also will be a member of the 2004
Olympic men’s basketball team.
’We hate trading a player of Ray’s caliber and character. He’s done a lot for
the city of Milwaukee, but everybody
gets traded at some point in this
league," Bucks general manager Ernie

Grunfeld said. ’We got two outstanding players for him."
The trade creates a logam at point
guard for the Bucks while causing the
opposite problem for the SuperSonics.
Seattle also made a trade with the
New Orleans Hornets, exchanging
point guard Kenny Anderson for center
Elden Campbell

By Chris Giovannetti
Daily Senior Ste. Writer

Ryan Balbuena ’ Daily Staff

SJSU gaurd Crickett Williams attempts a layup against Fresno
State guard Tiffany Simon Thursday at the North Gym in Fresno.
The Spartans lost the game 96-80 to the Bulldogs.

Sonics deal
Payton
to Bucks

Associated Press
In a blockbuster five-player deal
Thursday at the NBA trading deadline,
Ray Allen was sent from the
Milwaukee Bucks to the Seattle
SuperSonics for Gary Payton and
Desmond Mason.
The Sorties also received guards Kevin

O’neal says he’ll play Friday
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408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@imc.sisu.edu

LA
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.
EMPLOYMENT
General
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small
office, phones. reservations,
light computer. good phone
skills, flex hours between 9am &
2pm, Mon.- Fri 408-292-7876
ENGLISH MAJORS - Copy/
Technical Writing position is
now available. 10-12 hours
per week, must work between
9am to 5pm. Mon -Fri contact
the Student Union Administration
office, top floor. 924-6310.
UVE IN MANAGER for Private
Men’s Dorm. Upper division or
Grad student preferred. Call
408-268-1750 - 408-460-5221.

sss?

WANT TO MAKE EXTRA
Do you want to make your own
hours? Then we’ve got the job
for you’ Interviews at the
University Club, Fri.. Feb. 21st
9:30am to 1230pm. Call 408295-0150 to schedule an interview (We are hiring 20 people’)

PIIN:
FAX:

LAW OFFICE NEEDS
PART-TIME HELP
File Clerk & Reception.
15-20 hours per week.
$10 to $11 per hour to
start. We are looking for
intelligence & enthusiasm.
No experience necessary.
Flexible hours during finals
& breaks. Apply in person
M-F between 8:30 and 4:00.
1830 The Alameda,
San Jose, CA 95126
FRATERNMES SORORMES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this
semester, with a proven
CampusEundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with
the program! It works. Contact
Campusfundraiser at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
i.wwv.campusfundraisercorn

WANTED
SOLID DRUMMER WANTED
FOR ROCK BAND! Contact
info@theseventhseason corn
and find our music at http://
artists mp3S.com/artists/488/
the seventh_ season html.
APPLICANTS WANTED to
study PartIV of the Urantia
Book. Earn $25.000 For details
visit wvnv.eventodaward.corn

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SERVICES

RENTAL HOUSING
’FREE / FIRST MONTH RENT
Extra large, newly remodeled.
2 bdrrn/1 bath & 2 bdmv2 full bath
apse $1099/month and up Also.
3 bdrm/2 bath apt $1191L
WM work with you on
E.
2 blocks from SJSU Water/Trash
part Parking avail. Washer’ Drier
on site. Cats OK. Well managed
student bldg. 408-378-1409

DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ
DJ available for
Special rates for
LeoDJ1@aol.com,

DJ DJ DJ DJ
any occasion
SJSU. Email:
Call 283-4992

LG I BO MA APT Ideal for students CHILD CARE - WG Area Flex
So SJ. Clean. quiet No pets hours Spanish/English speaking
Non-smoker $900 +dep incl Contact Diane 408-292-6698 msg.
cable. utilities 408-224-0123
EDITING& DESIGN SERVICES
Term paper editing. PowerPoint
2 BLOCKS FROM SJSU
presentations. web design. arid
2 Bdrm / 2 Bath Apts.
design of marketing materials
Some yr/ new carpet.
Professional -Creative -Concise
lino & lighting. No pets.
For rates and info, visit:
$1195/mo+$500 dep.
writedesgnsource.com/students
508 S. 11th St.
Call 295-5256 for appt.
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS (includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
Lrg 2ty1 5b on 9th Glutei $1100 year Save 30% 60% For info
Newly remodeled 408-309-9554
call 1-800-655-3225 Or
WWW studentdental.com or
goldenwestdental corn
1WIW
FRATERNITY HOUSE 4 RENT
One of a kind $3500 per
NEED
A
VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
month 408-246-0031 -Eight
digital photography
bedrooms three baths Call Fast OCCASION. graphic design’
services Or
Infinite Visions has great deals
On weddings, quinceaneras.
graduations or any other special
event video need Picture portPROFESSIONAL
folios are also available at a low
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses, term papers. cost Put your slide show of your
group projects, etc profession- pictures on DVD with your
ally typed APA a specialty favorite song playing at the
Experienced & dependable same time for more info call
Almaden/Branham area Call 408-885-0757 or 408-561-2710
Linda for an appointment at
(408) 264-4504

WORD PROCESSING
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BARTENDER Trainees Needed

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add,
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
those further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
offering employment listings
er coupons for discount
slicatlais or methane Is..

FOR SALE

LOST & FOUND

GOT JUNK?

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
LOST & FOUND ADS are
For your term paper or thesis. offered FREE as a SERVICE to
Experienced, efficient, reliably
the campus community
exacting. I will meet your deadline. Call Grace 831 475 2796
or evagrace@aol.corn.

’DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

8250/day potential Local posibor
1-800-293-3985 ext 559

aliatia
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WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Local valet company in search
Perfect for students,
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
Earn $250 every weekend,
malls, hotels & private events. Must have reliable truck or van
FT/PT available. We will work
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876.
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M -F,
FT. Provides daily program
money. Call 408-867-7275
planning, activities & superviOCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST sion for groups of participants
8/or Early Interventionist sought widevelopmental disabilities in
Home-based San Jose program San Jose. Prey exp managing
PT or per diem Salary based on staff. $17/hour Call Ron Halog
exp. Call 510-835-2131x104. 408-295-0228. Send resume to
Resume to: jobslitesba.org or fax Ron Halog. Easter Seals Bay Area.
730 Empey Way. San Jose
to Leslie/HR @ 510-444-2340
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Call for educational requirements
PT/FT Flexible Schedule
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
At The Los Gatos -Saratoga
Student Friendly - Will Train
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
408- 247- 4827
LEADERS, FIT and prr. Must
PR
FIRM
INTERNET COMM.
be avail M -F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
is now accepting applications afternoons from 200-6:00pm.
for motivated student to coordi- No ECE Units req. Pay range:
publicity. $6 75-$13.80/hr Call Laune at
advertising,
nate
public relations & promotional 354-8700x224. If you have skills
tasks No experience necessary in sports, arts, and group games
but communication skills a must and like working with children,
Flexible hours Excellent pay Call we need you.
for interview. 408-977-3636
ACTIVITY AIDES, PT to work
GROOMERS ASST. / KENNEL w/ groups of participants
help needed for small exclusive w/developmental disabilities.
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. S9:78+ depend on experience.
Must be reliable, honest, able to Call Ron Halog 408-295-0228
do physical work Prefer exp Mon. -Fri. Resume. Ron Halog
working w/ dogs, but will train. Easter Seals Bay Area. 730
Great oppty for dog lover Can Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or fax to 408-275-9858. Must have
minimum of 6 ECE units.
Call 371-9115

OFFICE ASSISTANTS NEEDED
Pail -time. flex hours in Sunnyvale
Computer and marketing work DO YOU LOVE CANDLES? $1500 weekly potential mailing PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call
For details visit www netgod.net Want to earn $25 - $35/hour + our circulars. Free information. BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
free candles? Give me a call- Call 203-683-0258.
CALL NOW! Letricia. 408-227-1087.
FUN JOB!
Part-time work with flexible hours
(5-30 hours per week)
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
All majors may apply
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES cm.1.408-924-3277
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17 25 BASE - appt
Earn $85 - $500 per week
No experience necessary
Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now,
CALL. 615-1500 10 am - 4 pi,
wwwworkforstudents cornisisii’
LIFEGUARDS, instructional
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full-time for San Jose.
Mon -Fri, $9.82-$13 42 Call
Jacob - 295-0228 Resume
730 Empey Way. San Jose
95128 or fax 408-275-9858

Kelley Johnson. With the bases
loaded in the fifth inning, the Spartans
were unable to produce a run. SJSU
starting pitcher Candice Akin, who
took the loss, was tagged for another
two runs in the bottom of the fourth
and two more in the bottom of the
sixth. Akin was replaced by freshman
pitcher Courtney Lewis with two out
in the bottom of the sixth to close the
game.
Santa Clara head coach Marcy
Crouch said she was pleased with the
results.
"We were put in tight situations and
we did well." Crouch said. "We hit the
ball well." The Broncos collected 17
hits, while the Spartans had 11 hits.
The victories put Santa Clara at 9-8,
above .500, for the season.
SJSU head coach Dee Dee
Enabenter felt her team didn’t perform up to its capability.
"We didn’t get the big hit when we
needed it," Enabenter said. "When we
fell behind, we pressed, and we tried
to get it all back with one hit."
The Spartans record now stands at 56.
SJSU plays its next game Saturday
against Sacramento State University
(9-3) at the SJSU Field. First pitch is
scheduled for noon.

By Paulo Hernandez
Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose State University softball team dropped both games of its
doubleheader against Santa Clara
University on Thursday. The Spartans
lost the first game 5-0 and the second
game 6-2.
SJSU couldn’t get anything going in
the first game. The Spartans’ starting
pitcher, sophomore Carol Forbes,
kept Santa Clara in check for the first
two innings. However, the Broncos
broke through in the third for two runs
and again in the fifth for the other
three runs of the game. Junior pitcher
Kelly McCollister came on for Forbes
with one out in the fifth.
Offensively. the Spartans were shut
out for seven innings by SCU pitcher
Jaime Forman -Lau, who gave up only
two hits.
SJSU started the second game off on
the right foot when senior centerfielder Becca Baldridge scored in the top
of the first to give the Spartans the
first run. The Broncos answered by
scoring twice in the bottom of the
inning.
The Spartans could only muster one
more run off Santa Clara starting
pitcher Lit Courter and reliever

Sell it in the
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

TODAY’S

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Uniform
5 Villain
10 His comic -strip
wife
14 Via Appia
15 Blazing
16 Helper, briefly
17 Forbidden thing
cpyph)
18 Speckled fish
19 Impulse
20 Blizzard
22 Wild party
23 ’A Boy Named -’
24 Minuscule
25 Math course
29 Comb through
33 Docks
34 Intensity
36 Long necked bird
37 Corroded, as acid
38 School kid
39 Part of TGIF
40 Take a nap
42 Important periods
43 Intimidate
45 Foot pedal
47 Vittles
49 Wharf denizen
50 Thurman of films
51 Teenager
54 Frequent flyer
60 Hostess
- Maxwell
61 On the up-and -up
62 Castaway s place
63 Mortgage e g
64 Love madly
65 Hardware item
66 Groups of whales
67 Tightwad
66 Neutral color
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C 2003 umed Feature Syndicate irc
32 Makes a
sweater
35 Acid rain
watchdog
38 Leather -to -be
41 clan IDs
43 Two nickels
44 Diminishing
46 Tekigrwn sound
48 Housecoat
51 Kennel
comment
52 Spicy stew
53 Pre-owned
54 ’Return of
the -’
55 Freud’s
concerns
56 Poop out
57 1917 abdicator
58 Charles Lamb
59 Bank on
61 Hasty escape

Truckee
Windowshopper
Flapjack mix
1960s hairdo
Famous label
Marching band
need
To date
Unruly
Labor Dept dw
Osiris sister
Mo bill
Bench warmers
Franklin Of
Jonson
Partition
By itself
Quart plus
Web-footed
birds
Sky color
Cultivate
Really bad
Chili con -
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

Please check

Five
Four
Three
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$11
$13
$7
$9
$5
3 lines
Rate increases E2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY Discovers;
20 . consecutive issues receive 10% off
40, consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

one classification:

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF a Lost & Found ads are offered

Crry 5 State

Zip code

Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Lost arid Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

_ Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
Health Beauty
_SportsThrills
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutoring
Word Processing

MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid S No refunds on canceled ads
MI Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL 408 924-3277
Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

free
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a service to the campus community.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Music videos portray a
negative image of blacks
By Wendy Lopez
Daily Staff Writer
Guest panelists addressed media
portrayals of African Americans in
Images of African Americans and
Issues in Sexual Health" on
Wednesday.
Speakers included Ramon Johnson
from KSJS public affairs, Marlene
Coach from the College of Social
Work and Ruth Wilson from the
African American studies department.
Johnson started the event with a
broad overview of blacks in music
videos.
"A voice came out from the wilderness," Johnson said. "They called out
(to the executives) to produce endless,
mindless, music videos of scantily
clad women being dominated by
leather clad men in fast cars, with
guns, drugs and booze."
With this came the creation of
Music Television Video, Johnson
said.
Before blacks were depicted in
music videos, he said, hMT created a
formula to produce successful videos
the look plus sex equals success.
Greater social messages are lost
when sex is the central focus, Johnson
said.
Groups such as the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People who first protested to

get African Americans on TV are
now protesting against the repetition
of negative images, he said.
African Americans fall into what is
known as the "rap trap," Johnson said.
The "rap trap" can be either a true or
false lifestyle consisting of sex and
drugs, he said.
"What this says, is we treat women
bad, lead a messed up life, and we’ll
mess you up,’" Johnson said.
Televised videos portray a violent
African American culture, he said.
Panelist Marlene Coach spoke
about body image and sex.
Camera angles focus on two regions
of the female body, the breast and the
butt, Coach said.
A voluptuous, sensuous body that
makes up who the individual is, she
said.
"Young women watching these
imIes are now wanting these bodies, Coach said.
As a result of this, there is an
increase in plastic surgery, she said.
Violent dating relationships are also
portrayed in music videos. The standard relationship portrays women as
sex objects and not as humans.
Derogatory words such "chicken heads, hoes and bitches are used to
describe women," Coach said.
"Violent relationships and name calling devalues women."
Despite this, women in music
videos are still smiling and look as if
they are having fun, Coach said.

Usually, women who are a man’s
"booty call" have a dark complexion
and the women that men have relationships with are of light skin, she
said.
The denotations of sexual relationships impact society in that media
images affect all racial groups, not just
African Americans.
Speaker Ruth Wilson talked about
social class and music.
The media does not usually define
what social class is and the implications that class level has on people,
Wilson said.
American society as a whole does
not want to be poor, she said.
"Being economically poor is associated with being an outcast, being
unimportant, being a nobody, a nothing," Wilson said.
Powerful images are being projected
to a vulnerable group of people that
do not have many alternatives, she
said.
"What they see modeled in music
videos becomes their reality," Wilson
said.
Individuals from low income backgrounds work long hours trying to
compete with the mediated lifestyle,
she said.
Disadvantaged populations try to
replicate what appears to be hopeful,
Wilson said.
"Music videos are powerful tools of
persuasion" influencing African
Americans, she said.

Federal indictment charges eight with
operating global terrorist organization
WASHINGTON (AP) Eight
Attorney General John Ashcroft said the Palestinian quest for a homeland in
people, including four U.S. residents, the eight supported numerous violent the Middle East and with embracing
were charged in a 50-count indictment terrorist activities.
"the Jihad solution and the martyrdom
with supporting, financing and relay"Our message to them and to others sryle as the only choice for liberation."
ing messages for a violent Palestinian like them is clear: We make no ciistinc- The group’s purpose, prosecutors
terrorist group blamed for the deaths of tion between those who carry out ter- allege, is to destroy Israel and end all
more than 100 people in and around rorist attacks and those who knowing- U.S. and Western influence in the
Israel.
ly finance, manage or supervise terror- region.
The indictment, returned by a feder- ist organizations, he said.
Among the 100 people whose
al grand jury in Tampa, Fla., was
The indictment charges the eight killings are blamed on the organization
unsealed Thursday. It charges that the men with operating a criminal racket- in Israel and the territories are those of
men are members of the Palestinian eering enterprise since 1984 that sup- two U.S. citizens: Alisa Flatow, 20, and
Islamic Jihad, designated by the United ported Palestinian Islamic Jihad and Shoshana Ben-Yishai, 16. The killings
States as a terrorist organization. with conspiracy to kill and maim peo- included suicide bombings, car bombs
Among them are a Palestinian profes- pie abroad, conspiracy to provide mate- and drive-by shootings, most recently a
sor at the University of South Florida, rial. support to the group, extortion, June 5, 2002, suicide attack in Haifa,
45-year-old Sami Amin Al-Arian, pequry and other charges.
Israel, that killed 20 and injured 50.
who is described as the group’s U.S.
Each defendant faces up to life in
Alisa Flatow, then a junior at
secretary
of
its
worldwide
prison
if
convicted.
leader and
Brandeis University, died in a 1995 bus
council.
Al-Arian and two others were arrest- bombing in the Gaza Strip. Her father,
In Florida, Al-Arian Was seen being ed in Tampa and a fourth man was Stephen Flatow of West Orange, NJ.,
led in handcuffs to FBI headquarters in arrested in Chicago. The other four said Thursday he "thought this would
Tampa after the arrest.
were living abroad and are not in cus- never happen ...This demonstrates the
"Its all about politics," Al-Arian told to Ashcroft noted,
old saw about the wheels of justice
The group is described in the indict- they grind slow, but they grind exceedreporters as agents led him inside.
In announcing the indictment, ment as rejecting peaceful solutions to m fine."

Former Air Force sergeant convicted of attempted espionage
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP)
Constitution and its national security
Former Air Force Master Sgt. Brian secrets."
Patrick Regan was convicted Thursday
U.S. Attorney Paul J. McNulty said
of offering to sell U.S. intelligence the guilty verdicts demonstrate "that
information to Iraq and China but traitors can and will be held accountacquitted of attempted spying for able. Mr. Regan betrayed his country
Libya. The jury now must decide and the men and women in uniform
whether he can be executed
with whom he served. He put his love
The U.S. District Court jury also con- of money before his love of
victed Regan of gathering national
Regan, a 40-year-old married father
defense information. Regan stood and of four from Bowie, Md., was arrested
showed no emotion as the verdict, the Aug. 23, 2001, at Dulles International
product of 24 hours of jury delibera- Airport outside Washington while
tons over five days, was read,
boarding a flight for Zurich,
The jury then resumed deliberations Switzerland.
on whether Regan off....1 Iraq docuHe was carrying information with the
ments concerning nuclear weaponry, coded coordinates of Iraqi and Chinese
military satellites, war plans or other missile sites, the missiles that were
major U.S. weapons systems. After an stored there, and the date the informshour, the panel recessed until Monday non was obtained. He also had the
without reaching a decision,
addresses of the Chinese and Iraqi
If the jury finds that Regan offered embassies in Switzerland and Austria in
those secrets to Iraq, he could be subject his wallet and nicked into his right
to the death penalty. Jurors would hear shoe.
a second round of testimony to considRegan had worked at the National
er such a sentence.
Reconnaissance Office, which operates
Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were the the government’s spy satellites, first for
last Americans put to death for spying. the Air Force and then as a civilian
They were executed in 1953 for con- employee for TRW, a defense contracspiring to steal U.S. atomic secrets for tor.
the Soviet Union.
It was unusual for the case to even
Attorney General John Ashcroft said reach trial. The government, wary of
Regan’s ’attempts to sell our national disclosing classified material in public,
security were a direct violation of his normally agrees to plea bargains in espirepeated oaths to protect and defend onage cases.
the United States of America, its
It also was surprising that the govern-

ment sought the death penalty in a case
where prosecutors acknowledged sensitive material never was passed. In cases
much more damaging to the government, the CIA’s Aldrich Ames and the
FBI’s Robert Harmsen were sentenced
to life in prison.
Special security measures were used in
the Regan case, with a machine resembling a high-tech overhead projector
displaying secret documents on monitors that the jury could see but the public could not.
Prosecutors said Regan owed nearly
$117,000 on his credit cards when he
wrote a letter to Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein offering to sell satellite intelligence that could help Iraq hide antiaircraft missiles. His asking price was
$13 million.
The letter was found on a computer
taken from Regan’s home after his
arrest. The computer contained a nearly identical letter to Libyan leader
Moammar Gadhafi, prosecutors said.
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Girl dying from botched
surgery gets second transplant
With
DURHAM, N.C. (AP)
perhaps only hours left to live, the
17-year-old girl mistakenly given a
heart and lungs with the wrong
blood type was handed an extraordinary second chance Thursday after
against all odds locatdoctors
ed another set of organs.
Surgeons rushed to transplant the
new heart and lungs into Jesica
Santillan, whose relatives had feared
she would be dead by the weekend.
She was in critical condition after
the four-hour operation, and doctors
warned it was too early to say
whether she would pull through.
"She’s as critical as a person could
be," Dr. Duane Davis said at Duke
University Hospital, noting that
Jesica’s body suffered damage while
she was on life support. The organs
removed Thursday could not be salvaged.
Magdalena Santillan, Jesica’s
mother, said she was no longer angry
with the doctors since they had corrected their mistake. She said she
had spoken to her unconscious
daughter, praising her courage and
letting her know she had supporters
throughout the world.
"Everything is going to come out
OK," the mother said in Spanish
through a translator. "I’m really
blessed."
The Mexican teenager with 0positive blood had waited nearly
three years for a transplant. But in a
mistake that still has not been fully
explained, Duke surgeons gave her
organs from a donor with type A
blood on Feb. 7.
Her body rejected the new organs
and she suffered a stroke and had to
be put on life support. Doctors had
little hope of finding a new heart and
lungs in time to save her life, in part
because of her blood type and
because she is so small at 5-foot-2
and 85 pounds that any organs
would probably have to come from a
child and child donors are rare.
But new organs from a type 0
donor were found late Wednesday.
People with type 0 blood can only
receive organs of the same blood
type. Type 0 is the most commonly
occurring blood group, according to
the American Red Cross.
Lloyd Jordan of Carolina Donor
Services said the donor family had
requested anonymity. He said the
donation was not "directed" that
is, the family, did not specifically
request that the organs be given to
Jesica.
The organs were donated through
the United Network for Organ
Sharing, a national group that helps

chief operating officer.
The hospital has added levels of
verification for organ compatibility,
and Fulkerson said those procedures
were followed Thursday.
Jaggers also performed the second
transplant, though the hospital said
other surgeons were involved
because of Jesica’s complicated condition.
"We have faith in the surgeon,"
said Mack Mahoney, a leader of the
fund-raising efforts to pay for Jesica’s
care. "We feel there was a grave mistake made. We do not question his
skill as a surgeon."
The organ sharing network is
reviewing what led to the flawed
transplant. But the New England
organ bank that sent the first heart
and lungs said the organs were delivered with paperwork correctly listing
the donors blood type.
In the Santillans hometown of
Tamazula, relatives prayed for her
safe return to Mexico. Ramona
Santillan, Jesica’s aunt, said she
hoped to bring the girl to Mexico
City’s Basilica of Guadalupe, where a
cloak with the image of the Virgin of
Guadalupe is displayed.
"I promised the virgin that if she
saves her, I would bring her (to
Mexico City) as a thank you," she
said.

connect donors and potential
patients.
Jesica’s place on the list was determined in part by her poor condition
and her age. Network spokeswoman
Anne Paschke said the girl’s immigration status played no role because
hospitals are allowed to place noncitizens on their organ waiting lists
and must give them the same priority level as citizens.
U.S. hospitals cannot perform more
than 5 percent of their transplants on
people who aren’t residents of this
country.
"We want to make sure that with
such a scarcity of organs that we take
care of people in the U.S.," Paschke
said.
Relatives have said Jesica’s family
paid a smuggler to bring them from
their small town near Guadalajara,
Mexico, to the United States to get a
transplant because a heart deformity
kept her lungs from getting oxygen
into her blood. Doctors said she
would have died within six months
without the transplant.
Sixth-grader Heather Adams said
she hoped her best friend would
recover so they could return to having sleepovers, shopping and spending time together.
"I’m very happy for her," the 12year-old said through tears. "It was
terrible when I found out she was
unconscious."
Duke officials are still investigating
what led to the Feb. 7 error, but have
already identified a couple of mistakes.
Dr. James Jaggers, the surgeon in
the case, wrongly assumed compatibility between the organs and patient
had been confirmed, said Dr.
William Fulkerson, the hospital’s
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on his toes. Through negative and
positive experiences, Tripp said he has
to set a pathway for his three younger
siblings.
He is the first in his immediate
family to go to college and soon will
be the first to graduate.
"What keeps me going is that my
father never amounted to anythin,
Tripe said. "I want to be nothing Re
him.
Outside of his family, Janie Scott,
associate professor of dance, serves
not only as an inspiration to Tripp but
also as a mentor. Scott has made an
impact on him on a personal and professional level he said.
"She is a positive, positive woman,"
Tripp said. "She has had such a professional background in theater and
in dance overall."
Four years later leaning toward

"For me to have a positive voice in
this society, it’s an awakening for a lot
of people, Tripp said. "I am going to
make path. I am going to leave a mark
on the world."
Ishimaru believes Tripp will not
only be with a dance company but
also dancing on Broadway.
"He just started. He is still growing." lshimaru said. "I know that he
will never stop. He will be in the
industry contributing in a great way."
"I put myself on the line for dance,"
Tripp said. "When you love something, you will do anything for it."
Tripp and his dance company
’Idiom,’ will be performing next at
8JSU in DanceWorks. The show is
Feb. 21 and 22 at 7 p.m. located in
SJSU’s Dance Studio Theater (SPX
219). General admission is $15
while students and senior citizens
are $10. Tickets will be available at
the door.

musical theater, Tripp today intends
on becoming a triple threat. A triple
threat is someone who has the talent
to sing, act and dance.
"Rickey is very dynamic and versatile," Scott said. ’He has very strong
skills and potential in musical theater."
In the theatrical world Tripp looks
to African American dancer
Desmond Richardson for his recent
in
"Chicago."
performance
Richardson has worked in New York
and on Broadway. He was a principal
dancer with the Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theatre. Alvin
Ailey is another African American
role model Tripp looks up to.
Performing gives Tripp a chance to
reach out into the world on an artist’s
level because of such gangster or nonproductive stereotypes that African
American males sometimes play, he
said.
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